
Version 7.0.8
Version 7.0.8 brings many great enhancements and fixes based on outstanding customer feedback and our continued build out of APDL which is in its 
infancy of what's to come.  One of the major new features is in the Legality Status and What If screens, a new "book" button on the upper right will show 
you the computations APDL is using and the results.  This is great for several reasons; to give you the background of the computations making up your 
current legality equation and also so you can share or export the information for your reference or to send to someone else such as your scheduler.  Take 
for example you are running various What If computations and you want to capture each scenario and refer to them later.  You can now do this with the 
share feature once in the PDF review.  You can also pinch to zoom in and view the details such as on the iPhone where the screen is smaller.

Release Notes - APDL iOS - Version 7.0.8

* [AI-1628] - Bug with Payroll Type and Cancel Button
* [AI-1909] - Text shifted off screen in resume areas
* [AI-1947] - Autofill still enters times on a Return to Gate leg
* [AI-1954] - Menu not rendering properly when gestured open
* [AI-1964] - Trip total block value only shows scheduled; doesn't update to actual
* [AI-1969] - No Future Duty menu item pushes to empty trip view
* [AI-1972] - Airport Standby not calculating as FDP
* [AI-1973] - Cannot access comma from keypad in tell a friend e-mail addresses text field
* [AI-1980] - "Set All Legs" causes incorrect block/credit calculations
* [AI-2002] - Time Zone Conversion issue in Status Board
* [AI-2003] - Hiding fields in TripView by setting color to Clear stills hows in Row Highlight - need to use Hidden
* [AI-2016] - What If crash when Flight Time tapped - no future duty
* [AI-2017] - Crash in apdl.FdpHeaderTableViewCell.set_Day

* [AI-1950] - Gate field needs slight layout adjustment for Terminal + Gate info 
* [AI-1967] - Force nav bar to show while in Trip View edit mode
* [AI-1971] - Add support for custom time zones with in-app schedule importer
* [AI-1982] - Add Export / Share button to What-If screen
* [AI-1984] - Update crash reporter
* [AI-1993] - Including trailing / in gate info if we have DEP but not DEST gate i.e. N123/
* [AI-2022] - Review fields that cannot be cleared to see if we should allow an "unset" such as Aircraft...
* [AI-2025] - Part 91 Legality - Valid For on Legality Status Page

* [AI-1812] - Settings/Regulations issues
* [AI-1997] - Ensure a tail is not duplicated by testing both the Tail Number and N-Prefix of the same number
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